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with Cape Colony which was of the nature of a Customs
Union. Meanwhile goods to the Transvaal were allowed to
pass through the territories of the coast Colonies subject
to a transit rate.
After the termination of the South African War a new
Customs Union, to which the Transvaal and Southern
Rhodesia were parties, was set on foot. In 1905, owing to
severe depression, it became necessary to secure a larger
revenue from Customs, and a Conference was held in the
spring of 1906 to consider the question. * For three weeks',
we are told, 'many of the busiest and most responsible
persons in the country laboured incessantly, not to harmo-
nize the programmes of the different States, for that was
impossible, but to arrive at such a mixture of the various
ingredients of the conflicting programmes as each and all
would consent to swallow. The proceedings of the Con-
ference were private, and when it was closed the strictest
secrecy as to the nature of the results produced had still
to be observed by some forty persons for several months.
The new Convention had then to be carried through by
different Legislatures, and each of these public Assemblies
was told that it might discuss the details, but that it could
not be allowed to alter one of them. The Convention was
cut and dried, and they must, each and all, take or leave it
as a whole/ A customs tariff framed as a treaty between
independent States was of necessity a compromise, and,
moreover, a compromise very probably distasteful to many
who signed it j while, when a delegate was convinced by
some new argument, he could not go outside the four
corners of his original instructions, because the secrecy
of the proceedings prevented his explaining to his fellow-
countrymen the detailed history of the negotiations. The
sole support of customs arrangements being faith in the
diplomacy of individual delegates and not the considered
Judgement of a representative Assembly, there was, -the
ever-present risk of a tariff war; the effect of which,

